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Abstract:

(June29, 1914 - May11, 1974) was an acclaimed

Urdu  Majeed amjid (Urdu: poet from

Pakistan .In popular culture Amjid,s poetry readers

are less than Faiz Ahmad Faiz,Noon meem

Rashid,Nasir  Kazmi or Meeraji but amongst many

critics he is regarded as a ''philosophical poet of

depth and sensitivity'' Amjid,s first collection of

poetry, Shab-e-Rafta, was published in 1958 for

which he wrote a preface in verse.In 1976  second

addition was published by titled Shab-e Rafta ke

Baad.Amjid experimented with metrical forms and

rhythms. His vocabulary was eclectic. A cursory

examination of his poems will reveal a matrix

carefully peppered with a regional register of

words.He mada his own distinctive.He left behind

folders full of poems, letters and musings.



























 











 





  


   




 




















 

















 










 

























  




































 





























 
















































 



























 






